Heightened concern about the safety of students, faculty and staff has put administrators and security personnel on alert. At IdentiSys we specialize in solutions for all your secure identification and tracking requirements and we can help identify who belongs — and who does not.

A **photo ID system** designed by IdentiSys can be as basic as just a photo ID card or can be ONECard that does it all - from buying lunch in the cafeteria to tracking students. And, our system can even be integrated with an **access control program** to meet your unique security needs.

Increase school lunch participation, revenue and state and federal reimbursements with an automated **food service system**. **Ask about the POS Grant Program** — your school may be eligible.

Easily and accurately **track** students for school and social/sporting events, field trips, tardiness and class attendance. This powerful and efficient identity management tool can easily be customized to meet your access criteria.

Improve your current **visitor management** system (toss that all-too-public sign-in book). With a simple scan of a driver’s license, automatically search the U.S. Department of Justice National Sex Offender database or your own barred list, and then produce visitor badges. Visitor badges can be either plastic cards for frequent visitors or self-expiring badges for your occasional visitors.

**Show Your School Spirit!**

Promote your school spirit with custom printed ID accessories – lanyards, reels, badge holders and more.
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**View our catalog at www.identisy.com**